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BENJAMIN  MOORE

Hale Navy - 

The classic navy, Hale Navy is the most popular

around. It is a go-to color for me and has never

disappointed. It looks amazing with white and can

add depth and interest to any space. 

Mozart Blue - 

A perfect blue for a hint of denim and nostalgia.

This blue is a true blue. If you're looking for a little

more color, this is your paint. It looks beautiful on

cabinets with a little black glazing. 

New Providence -

If you're searching for that classic maritime blue,

this is it. This beauty works as an accent wall and

will add posh to any space. 

Spellbound - 

This mesmerizing blue has just a touch of

turquoise to add playfulness to any space. 



Van Courtland Blue - 

This old world blue translates perfectly to a

traditional home. It looks wonderful on kitchen

cabinets and in offices or bedrooms. 

Van Deusen Blue - 

A gorgeous blue that is rich in color and

personality. A true blue and that offers more touch

of color than traditional navy. It is a very popular

color for cabinets and furniture. I think this is my

new favorite.  

Breath of Fresh Air-
A very light color indeed, this blue pairs well with

white trim and is reminiscent of being in the

clouds. Though it is not a color for every space, in a

coastal retreat or nursery, this calming color works. 

Boothbay Gray - Boothbay Gray - 

A soft blue-green paint color with just the right

amount of gray to add sophistication. It is a

beautiful color for bedrooms, cabinets, and would

look wonderful with coastal living rooms and wood

tones. 



BENJAMIN  MOORESHERWIN WILLIAMS

Naval -

A soft trending gray that pairs well with white. A

light blue with a touch of gray so it's not too baby

blue. Perfect for a master bathroom and quartz

counters. 

Krypton -

A classic navy with sophistication and depth for any

room. This navy is my go-to navy for SW paint

colors. 

Indigo Batik - 

A rich blue similar to blueberry with a touch of

lavender. It looks wonderful for a study or accent

wall. 

Tradewind - 

This soft pastel blue has a lot of green and is a great

sea-glass color. It is light and fresh - pairing well

with a neutral or teal.  

Foggy Day-

A perfect exterior blue with a touch of grey



Let It Rain - 

A few shades darker than Krypton, this blue is a

mid-tone gray that can also read blue. Perfect for a

relaxing bedroom. 

A harmony of blue and green, this color is full of

energy. Bold and fun, use it as an accent color or to

pop a piece of furniture. 

Oceanside - 

A very light blue-gray. This color works well as a

main color and pairs with white, navy as well as

green. 

Grey Screen - 

Debonair - 
A perfect mid-tone blue with a touch of green. This

is an all around favorite and can be used almost

anywhere!

Waterloo - 

 A great blue exterior paint as well as darker blue

with some color for an office or bedroom. 


